This article considers a hypothetical imaging device with a spinning slat collimator that measures parallel-planar-integral data from an object. This device rotates around the object 180°and stops at N positions uniformly distributed over this 180°. At each stop, the device spins on its own axis 180°a nd acquires measurements at M positions uniformly distributed over this 180°. For a fixed total imaging time, an optimal distribution of the scanning time among the data measurement locations is searched by a nonlinear programming method: Nelder-Mead's simplex method. The optimal dwell time is approximately proportional to the weighting factor in the backprojector of the reconstruction algorithm. By using an optimal dwell-time profile, the reconstruction signal-to-noise ratio has a gain of 23%-24% for the filtered backprojection algorithm and a gain of 10%-18% for the iterative algorithms, compared with the situation when a constant dwell-time profile is used.
I. INTRODUCTION
In conventional single photon emission computed tomography ͑SPECT͒ imaging, the projection data are approximated as line integrals, due to the use of a parallel-hole collimator. If a slat collimator is attached to the SPECT camera, as shown in Fig. 1 , the acquired data can be approximated as planar integrals of a given object.
1,2 For the line-integral data model, complete data can be obtained as the camera rotates 180°around the object ͑i.e., the patient͒. However, for the planar-integral data model, the projection data are incomplete if the camera only rotates ͑with angle ͒ around the object. An additional motion is required; the parallel-slat collimator must spin ͑with angle ͒ 180°at each camera location as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We are developing a spinning-collimator SPECT system, which has a much higher detection efficiency than a conventional SPECT system. This high-efficiency system has the potential to provide SPECT images with a higher signal-tonoise ratio ͑SNR͒ than those obtained in a conventional SPECT system. The new system requires that the collimator spins as the data are acquired. Thus, an optimal spinning dwell time at every spin-angle is important for an optimal system design.
We assume that the camera stops at N positions uniformly distributed over 180°. We further assume that the camera spends equal ͑fixed͒ amounts of time at each camera stop. At each stop, the collimator spins on its own axis 180°and acquires measurements at M positions uniformly distributed over this 180°. The collimator does not have to spend the same amount of time at these M -angular positions. The measured projections are used to reconstruct an image. This article shows that the noise in the reconstructed image can be minimized by optimally choosing the amount of time the collimator dwells at each of these -angular positions.
II. METHOD

A. Motivation
This article considers a hypothetical imaging device that measures parallel-planar-integral data from an object, free of any weighting functions. The hypothetical system is assumed to be free of attenuation, scattering, collimator blurring, object motion, and radioactivity decay. The measurements are corrupted with Poisson noise.
At each measurement position, the camera measures a set of planar integrals of the object. The normal vector of the these planes corresponds to a point ͑marked as a dot͒ on the unit sphere ͑see Fig. 3 left͒. After the camera rotates 180°a nd the collimator spins 180°at each camera position, the measurement positions are represented as dots on the surface of a hemisphere ͑see Fig. 3 right͒. Even though both and are uniformly sampled over 180°, the dots are not uniformly distributed on the surface of the hemisphere. The highest density of the dots is at the "north" and "south" poles, and the lowest density is at the "equator" if the unit sphere is seen as a globe.
This implies that the projection data are not measured uniformly. For example, the projection data are multiply measured for all camera rotation positions when the collima-tor is at the position as depicted in Fig. 2 . Therefore, a proper weighting factor as a function of should be introduced for a balanced measurement.
B. Strategy
In data acquisition, the noise ͑i.e., uncertainty͒ is inversely proportional to the acquisition time. Usually, the total data acquisition time is prespecified in an application. We propose that shorter sampling times be used at the densely sampled regions ͑such as the north and south "poles"͒, and longer sampling times be used at the sparsely sampled regions ͑such as the equator͒. For continuous sampling the weighting function should be sin͑͒, where = 0 corresponds to the north pole, = the south pole, and = / 2 the equator. This sin͑͒ function is, in fact, the Jacobian for the Cartesian to spherical coordinate systems transformation.
For a given image reconstruction algorithm and a given total scanning time, an optimal scanning strategy in terms of dwell time at each spin angle can be determined by minimizing the SNR in the reconstructed images.
It can be shown ͑see the Appendix͒ that the sine function is the optimal dwell-time function if the detector spins continuously and the filtered backprojection ͑FBP͒ algorithm is used for image reconstruction. The next section investigates whether this sin͑͒ function is optimal for a discrete sampling of the angles and when both an analytical algorithm and an iterative algorithm are used in image reconstruction.
In this article an unconstrained, nonlinear programming method is adopted to search for the optimal weighting function. A uniform spherical phantom was used to analytically generate noiseless planar-integral projection data at N uniformly distributed angles and M uniformly distributed angles. A total data acquisition time T was specified for each fixed camera position. M variables T m ͑m =1,2, ... , M͒ were set up so that T m is the data acquisition time at the mth angle. Thus we have a constraint
Then the projection data were corrupted with Poisson noise, which depends on the projection value and the acquisition time.
Let the noiseless projection at the nth camera position and the mth collimator position be p nm . The noiseless projection was first scaled by T m . Then a Poisson number generator was used to generate a random variable with the mean value of T m p nm . This randomized value was finally scaled by 1 / T m .
Two image reconstruction algorithms were used to reconstruct the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ image. The first algorithm was an analytical FBP algorithm, that reconstructed a 3D image f͑x 0 ͒ using the Radon inversion formula
where p ͑t͒ is the noisy projection value and 0 = ͑sin cos , sin sin , cos ͒.
The imaging problem can be approximated as a set of linear equations
where f is the image array that is rearranged in a vector form, P is the vector containing all noisy projection data, and A is the imaging matrix representing the relationship between the object ͑f͒ and its planar integrals. The second image reconstruction algorithm was the iterative conjugate gradientminimal residue ͑CG-MR͒ algorithm, 4 which searches for a generalized least-squares solution f of 
where D is the second-order derivative operator. The CG-MR method was used to search for a least-squares ͑LS͒ solution to a set of inconsistent linear equations ͑4͒. The LS solution is the maximum-likelihood solution if the data noise is Gaussian distributed. One advantage of the iterative CG-MR algorithm over the more popular ML-EM algorithm is its faster convergent rate. In our CG-MR algorithm, no noise-dependent weighting function was incorporated into the algorithm, and no non-negativity constraint was enforced. No special regularization was adopted other than requesting that the algorithm stop at the third iteration. Due to the noise, the reconstructed phantom was not perfectly uniform. The variance of all image voxels within a ROI was calculated and denoted as V. The ROI was the largest 3D cube that inscribed the spherical phantom. An iterative numerical method was used to minimize V by varying the variables T m with the constraint ͑1͒.
Usually, an optimization scheme requires evaluation of the partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to all variables. However, we do not have an expression of the image variance in terms of the variables T m . We thus chose the Nelder-Mead simplex method of nonlinear programming. 5 There are two types of simplex methods, one for constrained linear programming and the other for unconstrained nonlinear programming. The most attractive feature of the Nelder-Mead simplex method is that the derivative operation is not required. On the other hand, this simplex method can only minimize a nonconstrained objective function. The objective function was the noise-to-signal ratio ͑NSR͒. In order to minimize the NSR with the constraint ͑1͒, we created an objective function as follows:
is satisfied 100 000 if constraint ͑1͒
is not satisfied · .
͑5͒
The nonconstrained nonlinear programming simplex method was applied to minimize the objective function ͑5͒ and search for the optimum data acquisition times T m that gave the least noisy image.
III. COMPUTER EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. Setup parameters
A uniform spherical phantom of radius R was used in the computer simulations. The default value of R was 10 units. One unit was the size ͑i.e., the sidelength͒ of an image array voxel. The image array was 64ϫ 64ϫ 64. The number of camera rotation angles ͑uniformly distributed over 360°͒ was N, whose default value was 128. The number of parallel-slat collimator spin angles ͑uniformly distributed over 360°͒ was M, whose default value was 128. There were 128 detection bins on the one-dimensional detector array. The detector bin size ͑i.e., the gap width between the slats͒ was half of the image array voxel sidelength. The motivation for choosing a smaller detector bin size than the image voxel size was to better condition the image reconstruction algorithm for a stable reconstruction. 6 Three noise levels were used in the computer experiments, and those noise levels were determined by using different total imaging times T at each fixed camera position.
Two algorithms were used in image reconstruction. The first was the analytical FBP algorithm based on the Radon inversion formula. 3 The second was the CG-MR algorithm, 4 an iterative filtered backprojection algorithm, in which a second-order derivative was performed before each backprojection operator. No pre-or postfiltering was used. This iterative algorithm has a very fast convergence rate, and usually converges with two or three iterations. No regularization methods were enforced in the iterative CG-MR algorithm, except that we terminated the algorithm after three iterations. The projection data were prescaled by the inverse of the dwell time at each angle. Thus, the processed data were no longer Poisson. This was one of the reasons that we did not choose the more popular ML-EM algorithm to reconstruct the image, since the ML-EM assumes a Poisson noise model. Another reason was that the CG-MR has a much faster convergent rate than the ML-EM algorithm.
We let the iterative simplex algorithm iterate until convergence was reached. Usually, more than 600 function evaluations were used before reaching a local convergence. Convergence was defined as the diameter of the simplex is less than 0.0001 and the objective function update was smaller than a prespecified tolerance, 0.0001. Figure 4 shows a typical plot of objective function value F versus the simplex iteration number.
It was observed that objective function F had many local minima and the local minimum solution sought by the simplex method depended on the choice of the initial condition. We first discretized the values of T m , and used a brute-force search method ͑i.e., evaluating image SNR for all possible discrete T m values using a coarse interval͒ to locate the neighborhood of the global minimum. Finally, the simplex method was used to fine tune the optimal solution.
B. Results
The image mean and variance were calculated in the ROI, which was the largest cube inscribed in the sphere phantom.
The SNR was calculated as mean/ ͱ variance. The SNR gains in the ROI are compared in Table I for the FBP algorithm, and in Table II for the CG-MR algorithm. Let the SNR for the constant-dwell-time profile be SNR 0 and SNR for a particular dwell-time profile be SNR p . Then the SNR gain is defined as
where N is the number of camera rotation angles and M is the number of the collimator spin angles. For the filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm, similar optimal dwell-time profiles were obtained with different noise levels and parameters N and M. These profiles are similar to the sine function. A typical optimal dwell-time profile is plotted in Fig. 5͑a͒ . The curves are plotted from 0°t o 90°, and they are mirror symmetric from 90°to 180°.
For the iterative CG-MR reconstruction algorithm ͑with three iterations͒, similar optimal dwell-time profiles were for various noise levels and parameters N and M. These profiles fluctuate around the constant function. A typical optimal dwell-time profile is plotted in Fig. 5͑b͒ .
It is interesting that the optimal dwell-time profiles for these two image reconstruction algorithms are totally different from each other. We believe that the optimal dwell-time profile depends on the backprojector of the reconstruction algorithm. If the backprojector has a sine function ͑as in the FBP algorithm͒, the optimal dwell-time profile roughly follows the sine function. If the backprojector does not contain any weighting functions ͑as in the iterative CG-MR algorithm͒, the optimal dwell-time profile is almost a constant.
We also performed some computer simulations with the weighted CG-MR algorithms, where the projection data were not prescaled by the dwell time, but the dwell time was incorporated in both the projector and the backprojector so that the noise variance was properly weighted. When the weighted iterative CG-MR algorithm was used, the optimal scanning profile was close to the sine function ͓see Table III and Fig. 5͑b͔͒ .
IV. CONCLUSION
This article considers a hypothetical imaging device that measures parallel-planar-integral data from an object, free of any weighting functions. The hypothetical system is assumed to be free of attenuation, scattering, collimator blurring, object motion, and radioactivity decay. The measurements are corrupted with Poisson noise. This article assumes that the planar-integral data are acquired with equal-angular intervals in both ͑the camera rotation angle͒ and ͑collimator spin angle͒. Computer simulations were carried out to investigate the effects of using variable data-acquisition times at different spin angle . A uniform sphere was imaged. Planar-integral data were generated analytically, and Poisson noise was added according to the simulated scanning time. Both an analytical Radon inversion formula and an iterative conjugate gradient algorithm were used to reconstruct the image. The image mean and variance were calculated for the ROI of the reconstructed image.
It is shown that a better SNR in the reconstructed image can be reached by using a -angle-dependent scanningdwell-time profile, under the condition that the total scanning times for both cases are the same. This optimal profile roughly follows the backprojection weighting function, regardless of whether an analytical or an iterative algorithm is used to reconstruct the image. An extra 10% increase in the SNR is observed when using the optimal dwell-time profile, which is found by an optimization procedure ͑simplex͒.
To better model the noise, a weighted CG-MR algorithm is also used. A weighted CG-MR algorithm gives less noisy reconstructions than the regular CG-MR algorithm. The optimal-scanning-dwell-time profiles from the weighted CG-MR algorithm are close to the sine function when M is small, and become more constant when M gets large.
It is important to observe that for a given reconstruction algorithm, there exists an optimal scanning strategy. The optimal scanning-dwell-time profile is closely related to the weighting function in the backprojector of the reconstruction algorithm. This idea can be extended to imaging applications other than the planar-data imaging system. For example in regular SPECT, if the attenuation factor e −L is incorporated in the backprojector of an iterative algorithm, an optimal non-constant scanning strategy can be used. For a given total scanning time, longer dwell time should be spent on less attenuated angles ͑i.e., with larger weighting factors in the backprojector͒ and shorter dwell time on more severely attenuated angles ͑i.e., with smaller weighting factors in the backprojector͒.
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APPENDIX
For planar projection p ͑t͒, the 3D Radon inversion formula is used for image reconstruction
This algorithm is equivalent to performing the 3D backprojection first, then performing a 3D Laplacian filtering. Thus, the noise analysis can be conducted on the backprojected image. Due to the fact that our dwell-time weighting function T͑͒ is independent of angle , and only the center of the object is concerned, we will only consider the following backprojection at a fixed ͑the dependency is ignored in the discussion later͒ and ͑A7͒. These equations and the non-negativity of T͑͒ imply that the optimal dwell time function is 
